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Abstract
We study whether recipients draw inferences about speakers’ stereotypic impressions from their
ironic (vs. literal) remarks. Following up on the Irony Bias, we conducted two experiments in which
participants were exposed (in writing or sound-recording) to only either literal remarks or irony referring
to either positive or negative behaviors of an unknown social category. Results of both experiments
show that participants recognize speakers’ biased impressions from their pattern of irony use. When
speakers made ironic remarks about category members’ positive behaviors (but not about negative
behaviors), participants inferred that speakers had a more negative impression of the category, and that
they perceived higher essentialism of negative (vs. positive) behaviors. The impression participants
perceived in speakers’ biased communication pattern did not translate to participants’ own reported
category impression. We discuss various factors that may determine when a recognized stereotypic
view in a speaker contributes to the formation and maintenance of stereotypic impressions.
Keywords
irony bias, linguistic bias, social categorization, stereotypes, verbal irony
Paper received 28 March 2019; revised version accepted 10 October 2019.
Stereotypes play a fundamental role in social
judgment and interaction, particularly because
they are socially shared across groups of people
(Haslam, Turner, Oakes, McGarty, & Reynolds,
1997; Hogg & Reid, 2006). Communication is key
in perpetuating stereotypic beliefs (Beukeboom
& Burgers, 2019; Collins & Clément, 2012), as
interpersonal and mass-media communication
contribute to consensualization of (negative)
social stereotypes (Appel & Weber, 2017; Arendt,
2013; Ramasubramanian, 2011). Biased language

use in communication about categorized individuals plays an important role in this process.
Variations in language features like abstraction
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(Maass, Salvi, Arcuri, & Semin, 1989; Wigboldus,
Semin, & Spears, 2000), negations (Beukeboom,
Finkenauer, & Wigboldus, 2010), and linguistic
labeling (Gelman, Ware, & Kleinberg, 2010;
Rhodes, Leslie, & Tworek, 2012) subtly reflect
and maintain existing stereotypic beliefs.
One specific linguistic means connected with
biased language is verbal irony (Burgers &
Beukeboom, 2016). Verbal irony is often used in
interpersonal communication, i.e., about 8% of
turns in conversations between friends (Gibbs,
2000) and 7.4% of e-mails sent to friends (Whalen,
Pexman, & Gill, 2009) contain irony. Ironic
remarks about categorized individuals can reflect
stereotypic beliefs. Research on the Irony Bias
(Burgers & Beukeboom, 2016) shows that speakers particularly use irony to comment on stereotype-inconsistent (vs. stereotype-consistent)
behaviors. Through irony (e.g., what a smart professor, after a dim comment), speakers allude to an
expectancy (professors are expected to be smart) and
signal its failure simultaneously.
Linguistic biases can contribute to stereotype
formation and maintenance, when recipients
infer speakers’ stereotypic impressions from
their biased language use (Beukeboom &
Burgers, 2019). In the context of the Linguistic
Intergroup Bias (LIB), various studies showed
that recipients used biased variations in language
abstraction to draw inferences about speakers’
group identity, attitudes, and communication
goals toward described targets (Assilaméhou &
Testé, 2013; Douglas & Sutton, 2006). With
respect to the Irony Bias, initial evidence
(Burgers & Beukeboom, 2016, Study 4; Burgers,
Beukeboom, Kelder, & Peeters, 2015, Study 2)
suggests that recipients draw inferences from
ironic remarks in line with a speaker’s bias. For
instance, recipients infer lower essentialism of
an individual’s described behavior after ironic
(vs. literal) remarks, indicating recognition of a
speaker’s implicit message that the described
behavior is unexpected and onetime (Burgers &
Beukeboom, 2016). This, however, does not
provide conclusive evidence that recipients also
infer a speaker’s group stereotypes from ironic
remarks.
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We conducted two experiments to test whether
participants being exposed to biased ironic and
literal remarks about unknown social groups infer
speakers’ stereotypic expectancies (stereotype
valence and content) and perceived essentialism
of described behaviors. Additionally, we explored
whether recipients self-adopt recognized stereotypic impressions in their own impressions of
described targets.

Language Use in Stereotype
Formation and Maintenance
Social-category stereotypes are generalized
impressions consisting of features and characteristics associated with social categories. Depending
on impression strength, these characteristics are
expected to apply across individual category
members and to be stable across situations (Beike
& Sherman, 1994; Beukeboom & Burgers, 2019),
although activated stereotypic information may
be context dependent (Garcia-Marques et al.,
2006).
To understand how stereotypes evolve, and
become shared knowledge, it is crucial to focus
on language use in communication about socially
categorized people (Gorham, 2006; Maass, 1999;
Wigboldus & Douglas, 2007). Language reflects
which categories are singled out as targets for stereotyping, and is the chief carrier of stereotypic
information about socially categorized individuals. In often subtle ways, language reflects, constructs, and maintains social-category beliefs
(Collins & Clément, 2012). One way in which language can convey stereotypes is through differences in how information about categorized
individuals is formulated (Beukeboom & Burgers,
2019). By means of several subtle linguistic variations, speakers communicate what is expected
rather than unexpected for a categorized target or
category as a whole.
Research on the LIB (Maass et al., 1989) and
Linguistic Expectancy Bias (Wigboldus et al.,
2000), for example, shows that speakers use more
concrete than abstract language when describing
stereotype-inconsistent behavior, but more abstract
language for stereotype-consistent behavior.
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Similarly, the Stereotypic Explanatory Bias proposes that descriptions of stereotype-inconsistent behavior contain more explanations aimed
at clarifying the unexpected behavior than descriptions of stereotype-consistent behavior (Hastie,
1984; Sekaquaptewa, Espinoza, Thompson,
Vargas, & von Hippel, 2003). Research on the
Negation Bias (NB; Beukeboom et al., 2010,
Beukeboom et al., 2019) shows that people are
likelier to use negations (vs. affirmations) to communicate stereotype-inconsistent information.
These biases have in common that they frame
stereotype-inconsistent behaviors as exceptions,
while re-affirming existing stereotypic associations with a target category (Beukeboom &
Burgers, 2019).
The significance of linguistic biases in
descriptions of categorized individuals thus lies
in their implicit communication of stereotypes
to recipients. Language used in stereotype-
inconsistent messages (i.e., concrete situational,
explanatory, negations, irony) induces recipients
to infer lower essentialism for the described
behavior (Beukeboom, 2014). This means that
the behavior is seen as unexpected, an exception
to the rule, and likelier caused by transient situational circumstances. In contrast, language used
in stereotype-consistent messages (i.e., abstract,
unmarked, literal affirmations) induces recipients
to infer that the behavior is expected and likelier
caused by the actor’s enduring dispositional characteristics than by situational circumstances.
Moreover, in the context of the LIB, various
studies showed that recipients use biased variations in language abstraction to draw inferences
about speakers’ group identity, and relationship,
attitude, and communication goals toward targets
(Assilaméhou & Testé, 2013; Douglas & Sutton,
2006). Thus, from subtle variations in speakers’
(biased) language use, recipients (implicitly)
draw inferences about intergroup relations and,
although this received less attention, speakers’ stereotypic impressions about described target categories. Understanding these recipient inferences is
important because these are a requirement for
interpersonal transmission and maintenance of
stereotypic expectancies to occur.
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Recipient Inferences and the
Irony Bias
The Irony Bias (Burgers & Beukeboom, 2016)
posits that irony production in stereotype-inconsistent events and subsequent recipient inferences
from ironic remarks together result in stereotype
maintenance. Ironic remarks contain “a literal
evaluation that is implicitly contrary to its
intended evaluation” (Burgers & Beukeboom,
2016, p. 415). This definition implies that irony is
a pragmatic phenomenon, and that context
knowledge is required to determine whether a
specific comment is ironic (or not). For instance,
a comment like “Well done!” is used literally
when referring to an excellent performance, but
used ironically when referring to an atrocious
performance. Ironic comments may be perceived
in different ways by addressees, such as communicating humor (Matthews, Hancock, & Dunham,
2006) or aggression (Filik et al., 2016). Irony used
in particularly “bitter and derisive statement[s]” is
known as sarcasm (Kreuz, Roberts, Johnson, &
Bertus, 1996, p. 87), which is a particular (highly
negative) sub-type of irony (Attardo, 2000;
Gibbs, 2000; Whalen et al., 2009).
Previous work on the Irony Bias mostly
focused on irony production and showed that
speakers’ stereotypic expectancies about a target
surface in a biased use of ironic versus literal
remarks about the target’s behavior. In three
studies, Burgers and Beukeboom (2016) showed
that speakers find the use of ironic remarks particularly appropriate to comment on stereotypeviolating (vs. stereotype-confirming) behaviors.
This fits with ideas about the pragmatic function
of irony. An ironic remark about stereotypeinconsistent behavior (e.g., “What a neat person”
about someone’s messy room) allows speakers to
introduce opposite valence to the discourse and
thereby implicitly allude to (Kihara, 2005) or
“echo” (Wilson & Sperber, 2004) existing expectancies. Through irony, speakers could thus note
a stereotypic expectancy (the person is expected to be
neat) and signal its failure simultaneously. When
processing ironic remarks, recipients need to
infer that the speaker (ironically) refers to some
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relevant information, like implicit stereotypic
expectancies (Wilson & Sperber, 2004).
If the Irony Bias indeed functions to implicitly
communicate expectancies to message recipients,
then recipients should be able to infer speakers’
stereotypic impressions from their ironic remarks.
Inferences about speakers’ stereotypic impressions can include impression valence (i.e., the
speaker’s general positive or negative attitude)
and content (e.g., does the speaker think of the
target as warm, or competent). Second, recipients
can draw inferences about a speaker’s perceptions of essentialism of described behaviors,
and finally about perceived strength of category
impressions.
A few studies provide initial support for the
hypothesis that recipients draw inferences from
variations in irony use. One study focused on
irony reception in an intergroup setting with rival
sports teams (Burgers et al., 2015, Study 2). This
study showed that recipients draw inferences
about an unknown commenter’s position toward
a category of individuals based on their usage of
ironic remarks. Neutral participants were presented with ironic and literal comments about
players of one of two well-known rival soccer
teams. Comments referred to both competent
and incompetent actions of various players. In
the literal condition, the speaker commented literally on all behaviors. In the ironic-about-competent condition, the speaker commented
ironically on competent behavior (e.g., “Wow,
what a poor player”), and literally on incompetent
behavior. In the ironic-about-incompetent condition, this was reversed (e.g., “Wow, what a great
player” on an incompetent player action).
Participants inferred that speakers using irony
to comment on players’ competent (vs. incompetent) behavior were likelier to support this player’s
rival club, and had relatively negative communicative goals (i.e., creating a negative impression of
the target’s team). In contrast, speakers using
irony to comment on players’ incompetent (vs.
competent) behavior were judged to be likelier a
fan of the player’s club, and wanted to create a
positive impression. Thus, in this intergroup context, recipients relied on a speaker’s irony usage to
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detect the speaker’s group membership and position toward discussed targets. As this study
focused on inferences relevant to this rival context, it did not measure perceptions of a speaker’s
stereotype impression valence and content.
Nevertheless, based on these results and
other research on the Irony Bias (Burgers &
Beukeboom, 2016), we expect that, even when a
speaker talks about a new and unknown social
category, recipients can pick up on a speaker’s stereotypic expectancies on the basis of his/her pattern of ironic remarks. For instance, when
speakers highlight incompetence through irony
(e.g., “Gee, what bad work” about an excellent
performance), recipients should infer that the
speaker holds a negative impression and expected
the target to behave incompetently. Thus, we
hypothesize that:
H1: Recipients infer that (a) a speaker who
makes ironic (vs. literal) remarks about positive behaviors of category members has a
more negative impression of the social category, while (b) a speaker who makes ironic (vs.
literal) remarks about negative behaviors of
category members has a more positive impression of the social category.
Second, recipients could draw inferences about
a speaker’s perceived essentialism. Essentialism
(Medin & Ortony, 1989) is a fundamental variable
in social-category perception. It refers to the
extent in which associated behaviors and characteristics are perceived to be immutable to category
members, and stable across time and situations,
rather than due to transient situational circumstances (Beukeboom & Burgers, 2019). In line
with the Irony Bias, we expect that ironic remarks
communicate low levels of essentialism of the
behavior, and that recipients draw inferences
about the speaker’s perceived essentialism.
Burgers and Beukeboom (2016, Study 4) provide preliminary support for this hypothesis.
They tested recipient inferences about individual
targets using brief written scenarios in which a
friend made an ironic or literal evaluative comment about an individual’s positive or negative
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behavior. This showed that from ironic (vs. literal) comments about positive behavior, recipients infer that the behavior is atypical for the
individual target, and not informative about the
target’s stable dispositional characteristics (i.e.,
lower essentialism). Even though this study
focused on inferences with respect to an individual target, we expect a similar pattern for recipient inferences about a speaker’s stereotypes about
a generic group. This translates to:
H2: After being exposed to (a) a speaker’s
ironic (vs. literal) remarks about positive
behaviors of category members, recipients
infer that the speaker expects lower essentialism of positive behaviors, while after being
exposed to (b) a speaker’s ironic (vs. literal)
remarks about negative behaviors, recipients
infer that the speaker expects lower essentialism of negative behaviors. Only in Study 2 did
we measure perceived essentialism in speakers
about positive and negative behaviors. In
Study 1, we measured participants’ own perceived essentialism (see H3).
Next to the valence and content of the stereotypic category impression and perceived essentialism of behaviors, we explored potential
effects on perceived strength of category impressions. We expected that recipients from a biased
communication pattern (in this case using ironic
remarks) infer that the speaker has a strong category impression, which is reflected in the inference that speakers have a high perceived
entitativity (uniformity) and deductive potential1
(informativeness) of category membership.
While (implicitly) perceiving a stereotypic
impression in speakers’ comments is a prerequisite for stereotype maintenance, it does not necessarily imply that the recipient will immediately
endorse it. Recipients could self-adopt (i.e., internalize) the communicated impression of the target group in their own category representation,
but could also be indifferent to, or reject the
speaker’s biased beliefs. Results of Burgers et al.
(2015, Study 2) suggest that a biased use of irony
can also induce recipients to self-adopt the view
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of the speaker. That is, the communication pattern of ironic and literal comments by an implicitly biased stranger not only influenced recipients’
view of this unknown commenter, but also translated to recipients’ own reported attitude toward
the soccer clubs.
To study whether and when perceived bias in
the ironic remarks of others can induce stereotype
formation in recipients, we explicitly distinguished
recipient inferences about others’ impression (H1
and H2) from recipients own impression and own
perceived essentialism. We expect that: H3: After
being exposed to (a) ironic (vs. literal) remarks
about positive behaviors of category members,
recipients themselves report to have a more negative impression of the category and lower essentialism of positive behaviors, while after being
exposed to (b) ironic (vs. literal) remarks about
negative behaviors, recipients report to have a
more positive impression and lower essentialism
of negative behaviors.

The Present Research
We conducted two experiments, both employing a
3 (Communication pattern: all literal vs. ironic
about positive behavior vs. ironic about negative
behavior) between-participants design. For our
experiments, we chose a realistic labor context,
but with hypothetical groups to prevent existing
group perceptions from interfering. Participants
imagined being a new employee in a company
and—based on anecdotes told by their new colleagues—tried to form an impression about a distinct group of employees they did not belong
to, labeled as “Ruysdaelers” (Experiment 1) or
“Brinkers” (Experiment 2).2 Before reporting their
impressions, participants were presented with
eight anecdotes about Ruysdaelers or Brinkers
containing concrete behaviors, of which four
were positive and four were negative in varying
alternate order. In all conditions, participants were
thus exposed to similar information with the same
amount of positive and negative behaviors of
target-group members. We related presented
behaviors to warmth (experiment 1) and competence (experiment 2), which are considered to be
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universal dimensions of stereotype content
(Cuddy, Fiske, & Glick, 2008).
The main manipulation is operationalized in
the remarks that are made by colleagues about the
discussed positive and negative behaviors of target group members. Depending on communication-pattern condition, the eight discussed
behaviors of the target group were followed by
either a literal or an ironic remark: In the “all literal” condition, all eight remarks were literal (i.e.,
had equal valence as the behavior to which they
referred); in the “ironic about positive behavior”
condition, remarks made about the four positive
behaviors were ironic (i.e., had opposite valence),
while remarks about the four negative behaviors
were literal (i.e., had equal valence). In the “ironic
about negative behavior” condition, this was
reversed. Thus, in line with the common definition of irony, whether a remark is literal or ironic
depends on context (Attardo, 2000; Wallace,
2015). When the comment “Gee, he is really
smart” refers to a clever behavior, it is literal and
reflects the propositional meaning. When it refers
to a dim behavior, it is ironic.
To control for potential effects of material
order and content, we created eight materials sets
for each of the two experiments. Each set consisted of (1) a description of a behavioral event
which ended with (1) a concrete behavior description (one positive and one negative) in which
valence was varied by means of verbs (e.g.,
“ignore” vs. “help”), adverbs (e.g., projects
progressed “pretty badly” vs. “really well”), or
sentence object (e.g., “organized nothing” vs.
“organized a party”) and (2) a positive and negative evaluative remark about the behavior (varying only in use of one of two antonym traits; e.g.,
“boring” vs. “sociable”), made by another colleague. These were counterbalanced across participants. Participants were shown one behavior
+ remark combination from each set (sets 1
through 8) in consecutive order. Participants
assigned to Behavior sequence 1 received positive
behaviors from the uneven sets (i.e., 1, 3, 5, 7) and
negative behaviors from the even sets (i.e., 2, 4, 6,
8). For participants in behavior sequence 2, this
was reversed.

To illustrate, when the positive behavior of set 1
(i.e., “helping”) was presented to a participant
(i.e., in sequence 1), it was followed by an ironic
remark in the “ironic about positive behavior”
condition (i.e., “Gee, that is a mean Ruysdaeler”;
opposite valence to behavior), while it was followed by a literal remark (i.e., “Gee, that is a nice
Ruysdaeler”; same valence as behavior) in the
“ironic about negative behavior” and the “all
literal” conditions. When the negative behavior
(i.e., “ignoring”) of this set was presented (i.e.,
in sequence 2), this was reversed (see online
Appendices A, B, C, and D for a design overview
and materials; https://osf.io/9g72z). This design
allows presenting participants with ironic vs. literal remarks while keeping the content of the
presented behaviors, as well as the content of the
remarks, the same across conditions.
Finally, to be able to test whether effects generalized across modalities, we replicated the
study using different modes of presentation.
Experiment 1 was a self-paced reading experiment, in which participants read the anecdotes
about the target group. In Experiment 2, participants listened to a recording of a lunch conversation with three colleagues talking about
target-group members.
After participants received all eight anecdotes,
we measured the dependent variables: perceived
impression of the target group in their colleagues,
perceived essentialism about positive and negative behaviors (only in Experiment 2 as perceived
in the speakers), and participants’ own impression of the target group on warmth and competence (Cuddy et al., 2008).

Experiment 1
Method
Participants. To determine required power, we
looked for a comparable study; Burgers et al.
(2015, Study 2) asked participants in an intergroup setting to infer speaker goals after exposure to different communication patterns with
irony. They reported statistically large effects on
speaker inferences.3 A power analysis in G*Power
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3.1.9.4 (Faul, Erdfelder, Buchner, & Lang, 2009)
with power set at 0.90 and alpha at 0.05 revealed
that we needed at least 84 participants to be able
to find a similarly large effect. We aimed to recruit
about 150 voluntary participants using snowball
sampling via different (social) media (e.g., email,
Facebook, LinkedIn). This resulted in a convenience sample of 177 native Dutch participants
who completed the online experimental questionnaire; 55 male (31%), 122 female (69%), Mage
35.9 years (SD = 13.8). Data analyses were conducted only after completion of data collection.

would read transcripts of lunch conversations in
which colleagues from their own team discussed
and commented upon Ruysdaelers.
Participants were then instructed to take their
time to carefully read all materials, and to try their
best to form an impression about the characteristics of Ruysdaelers. They were subsequently presented with eight behavior descriptions on the
warmth dimension, followed by either a literal or
an ironic remark, depending on communication
pattern condition, as described above. Next,
dependent variables were measured.

Materials. We created eight material sets, each
consisting of a brief scenario about how one
colleague talked about a particular Ruysdaeler in
a behavioral event which ended with (1) a concrete behavior description (either positive or
negative valence) on the warmth dimension, and
(2) a positive or negative evaluative remark
about the behavior (using one of two antonym
traits) made by another colleague. For instance,
set 1 described how a colleague talked about the
Ruysdaelers having a busy time in their department. A deadline was approaching, so all Ruysdaelers had to work hard. One Ruysdaeler was
not very fast. When another Ruysdaeler noted
this, he either helped (positive behavior) or
ignored him (negative behavior), depending on
behavior-sequence condition. Depending on
Communication pattern condition, another
colleague reacts to this story by saying either:
“Gee, that is a nice Ruysdaeler” (positive remark)
or “Gee, that is a mean Ruysdaeler” (negative
remark). The same positive remarks were literal
when referring to positive behavior (i.e., same
valence as behavior) and ironic when referring
to negative behavior (opposite valence to
behavior).

Dependent variables

Procedure. Participants read that the study dealt
with communication within companies. Participants had to imagine being a new employee in a
company housed in several buildings. They were
told that another team worked in the Ruysdael
Building, and that its team members were known
as Ruysdaelers. Participants were told that they

Participants’ own impression. First, participants rated
their own impression of Ruysdaelers, operationalized into three variables. Four items were combined (Cronbach’s α = .87) to measure own
impression of warmth, using three Likert scales
ranging from 1 = cold, unfriendly, unhelpful, to
7 = warm, friendly, helpful; and the item “To
what extent do you think the Ruysdaelers are cold
or warm people?” (1 = cold people, 7 = warm
people). Four similar items measured own impression of competence, 1 = unintelligent, unprofessional, incapable, to 7 = intelligent, professional,
capable; and 1 = incompetent people, 7 = competent people (Cronbach’s α = .87). One item
measured general own attitude about Ruysdaelers: To
what extent is your impression of the Ruysdaelers
negative or positive? (1 = negative, 7 = positive).
Two items related to the perceived category
strength. These did not combine into a reliable
scale (α < .47) and were analyzed as separate
variables: Own category uniformity was measured
with the item “To what extent do you think
Ruysdaelers are all alike?” (1 = are not at all alike,
7 = are very much alike) and Own category informativeness with the item “Based on this information,
can you say little or a lot about these people?”
(1 = very little, 7 = a lot).4
Perceived impression in speakers. Next, participants
were asked for their thoughts about the impression held by their colleagues discussing Ruysdaelers. This was operationalized into the variables:
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Speakers’ attitude about Ruysdaelers with the item
“To what extent is the impression of your colleagues about Ruysdaelers negative or positive?”
(1 = negative to 7 = positive); Speakers’ impression
of competence using the item “To what extent do
your colleagues think that Ruysdaelers are
competent people?” (1 = incompetent people,
7 = competent people); Speakers’ impression of
warmth using the item “To what extent do your
colleagues think that Ruysdaelers are cold or
warm people?” (1 = cold people, 7 = warm people). Finally, category strength as conveyed by
colleagues was measured using Speakers’ uniformity:
“To what extent do your colleagues think that
Ruysdaelers are all alike?” (1 = are not at all alike,
7 = are very much alike), and Speakers’ informativeness: “Suppose someone only knows about a person
that he/she is a Ruysdaeler. Do your colleagues
think that, based on this information, they can
say little or a lot about this person?” (1 = very
little, 7 = a lot).
Participants’ own perceived essentialism about positive and
negative behaviors. Next, participants were again
shown the same eight specific behaviors they were
presented with before, but this time without the
colleague’s ironic/literal remarks. Each behavior
was followed by five items measuring participants’
own perceived essentialism of the particular
behavior (Burgers & Beukeboom, 2016; Wigboldus et al., 2000). For instance, for set 1, instructions read: “The Ruysdaelers are working very
hard to make a deadline. One Ruysdaeler was not
very fast. When another Ruysdaeler noted this, he helped
him. Please answer the following questions about
the behavior of this Ruysdaeler (note: the questions refer to the italicised behavior).”
Essentialism was operationalized in the following five variables, each measured with one item:
Expectedness (To what extent is the described
behavior of this Ruysdaeler expected for a
Ruysdaeler? 1 = not at all, 7 = very much);
Repetition likelihood (How large do you estimate the
chance that this Ruysdaeler will repeat the demonstrated behavior in the future? Please note a number between 0 and 100%); Attribution (To what
extent is the described behavior of this Ruysdaeler
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due to the situation or the person? 1 = completely
due to the situation, 7 = completely due to the
person); Typicality (To what extent is the described
behavior of this Ruysdaeler typical for
Ruysdaelers? 1 = not at all typical, 7 = very typical); Generalizeability (How likely is it that this
Ruysdaeler will repeat the same behavior in other
situations. 1 = very unlikely, 7 = very likely).
These did not combine into a reliable scale
(Cronbach’s α for participants’ own perceived
essentialism of positive behavior = .41, and of
negative behaviors = .68) and were therefore
analyzed as separate variables. No further variables were measured.

Results
We first conducted the analyses reported below
including the Behavior sequences factor that controlled for the presentation order of materials. As
we observed no significant main or interaction
effects of presentation order (most Fs < 1), we
further excluded this factor in the analyses.

Perceived impression in speakers
H1 stated that recipients of ironic remarks about
positive behaviors of category members would
infer that the speaker has a more negative category impression, while recipients of ironic
remarks about negative behaviors would infer
that the speaker has a more positive impression.
A MANOVA with Communication pattern (all
literal, ironic about positive behavior, ironic
about negative behavior) as our independent variable, and Speakers’ attitude about Ruysdaelers,
Speakers’ impression of competence, Speakers’
impression of warmth, Speakers’ uniformity, and
Speakers’ informativeness as dependent variables
showed a significant multivariate effect, Wilks’
Λ = 0.68, F(10,340) = 7.36, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.18.
This suggests that recipients draw inferences
about a speakers’ category impressions from their
pattern of irony use in remarks about the target
category of Ruysdaelers.
Follow-up univariate ANOVAs revealed, in
line with H1a (but not H1b), a main effect of
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Table 1. Means (and standard deviations) of dependent variables (separated for perceived impression in
speakers vs. participants’ own) in the three communication pattern conditions (Experiment 1).
Communication pattern condition

Dependent variable

Perceived impression in speakers
Speakers’ attitude about Ruysdaelers
Speakers’ impression of warmth
Speakers’ impression of competence
Speakers’ uniformity
Speakers’ informativeness
Participants’ own impression
Own attitude about Ruysdaelers
Own impression of warmth
Own impression of competence

All literal
(n = 56)

Ironic about
positive behavior
(n = 54)

Ironic about
negative behavior
(n = 67)

3.59a (1.16)
3.75a (1.05)
3.98a (1.14)
4.04a (1.79)
4.25a (1.68)

1.81b (1.03)
2.02b (1.21)
2.35b (1.32)
5.20b (1.74)
5.20b (1.50)

3.57a (1.65)
3.54a (1.61)
3.84a (1.51)
4.60ab (1.80)
4.51a (1.53)

4.09a (1.01)
4.15a (0.62)
4.37a (0.67)

4.63b (1.12)
4.60b (1.06)
4.65a (0.81)

3.81a (1.20)
3.94a (1.02)
4.42a (0.89)

Note. N = 177. Means in rows with a different subscript (a, b) differ significantly according to Tukey posthoc tests (p < .05).

Communication pattern condition on speakers’ attitude about Ruysdaelers, F(2,174) = 32.70, p < .001,
ηp2 = 0.27. This showed that participants in the
“ironic about positive behavior” condition perceived their colleagues to convey a more negative
attitude about Ruysdaelers, compared to participants in both the “all literal” and “ironic about
negative behavior” condition (see Table 1). The
same pattern was observed with respect to the
more specific impression measures speakers’
impression of warmth, F(2,174) = 28.05, p < .001,
ηp2 = 0.24, and speakers’ impression of competence,
F(2,174) = 25.14, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.22. Since
colleagues’ remarks only referred to warmth, this
latter effect on colleagues’ impression of competence was unexpected. It appears that the communication patterns resulted in a general halo
effect in evaluating the target on both warmth
and competence. Results demonstrate that participants (implicitly) recognized the biased pattern
in speaker comments, particularly in the “ironic
about positive behavior” condition. The “ironic
about negative behavior” condition did not differ
from the “all literal” control condition.
Interestingly, our measures for perceived
strength of category impression (i.e., uniformity
and informativeness) show that when colleagues

used a biased pattern of ironic remarks (again,
particularly the “ironic about positive behavior”
condition, see Table 1), participants inferred that
speakers think that Ruysdaelers are all alike (i.e.,
higher uniformity), F(2,174) = 5.93, p = .003,
ηp2 = 0.06, and that being a category member is
more informative, F(2,174) = 5.46, p = .005,
ηp2 = 0.06, compared to the “all literal” condition.

Participant’s Own Impression
and Perceived Essentialism of
Positive and Negative Behaviors
H3 stated that recipients themselves would form
a biased impression after being exposed to speakers’ biased ironic (vs. literal) remarks about category members. However, the variables measuring
participants’ own impression show an unexpected
reversed effect as predicted in H3. A MANOVA
with Communication pattern as independent
variable, and participants’ own attitude about
Ruysdaelers, own impression of competence,
own impression of warmth, own uniformity, and
own informativeness as dependent variables
showed a significant multivariate effect, Wilks’
Λ = 0.88, F(10,340) = 2.31, p = .01, ηp2 = 0.06.
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Contrary to what participants perceive in their
colleagues, participants themselves reported a
more positive impression after they heard ironic
remarks about positive behaviors, compared to
both the “all literal” and “ironic about negative
behavior” conditions. This pattern was observed
for both participants’ own attitude about Ruysdaelers,
F(2,174) = 8.22, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.09, and their
own impression of warmth F(2,174) = 7.78, p = .001,
ηp2 = 0.08. No effects were observed for participants’ own impression of competence F(2,174) = 1.90,
p = .15. This appears to be reactance to ironic
remarks that are perceived to convey a prejudiced
impression. We observed no effects on Own
uniformity (F(2,174) = 1.60, p = .21) and Own
informativeness (F(2,174) = 2.16, p =.12).
In Experiment 1, we measured participants’
own perceived essentialism of positive and negative behaviors. H3 stated that after being exposed
to ironic remarks about positive behaviors recipients themselves would have a lower perceived
essentialism of positive behaviors, while after
ironic remarks about negative behaviors they
would have a lower perceived essentialism of
negative behaviors. Because the five essentialism
items did not form a reliable scale, we conducted
a 3 (Communication Pattern condition) X 2
(Behavioral valence: positive, negative) MANOVA
with the five separate essentialism items as
dependent variables, and with repeated measures
on behavioral valence. We did not observe multivariate effects of communication pattern condition on participants’ own perceived essentialism
(communication pattern main effect Wilks’
Λ = 0.94, F(10,340) = 1.07, p = .38, ηp2 = 0.03;
interaction Wilks’ Λ = 0.91, F(10,340) = 1.73,
p = .07, ηp2 = .05. Univariate repeated measures
ANOVAs suggest a comparable reversed effect as
above for participants’ own impression (i.e., participants disagreeing with the pattern conveyed by
speakers), but only on two (about negative behaviors) out of 10 measures (see Appendix E).

Discussion
In line with H1a, we found that speakers making
ironic remarks about category members’ positive
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behaviors were perceived to hold a more negative impression about the category (on both the
general attitude and specific impression measures about warmth and competence) compared
to the “all literal” control condition. Ironic
remarks about positive behavior (e.g., “Well, that
is a rude Ruysdaeler!,” to comment on friendly
behavior) introduce a negative evaluation and
thereby imply a negative expectancy. Contrary to
H1b, speakers making ironic remarks about negative behaviors were not perceived to convey a
more positive impression compared to the “all
literal” control condition. Note that introducing
a positive evaluation (“Well, that is a nice
Ruysdaeler!,” to comment on unfriendly behavior)
is more commonly used for politeness reasons
and to convey a general positivity norm (Brown
& Levinson, 1987; Dews & Winner, 1995). Such
remarks are therefore less informative about target expectancies.
In addition to impression valence, we explored
potential effects on category perceptions.
Participants inferred that speakers making biased
ironic remarks (again in the “ironic about positive
behavior” condition) thought that Ruysdaelers
are all alike (i.e., higher uniformity) and that being
a category member is more informative.
These effects were not observed in participants’ own impression of the category and perceived essentialism of positive and negative
behaviors. Apparently, receiving a number of
biased ironic remarks about an unknown category of individuals was not enough for participants to take over and internalize the biased
impression they inferred from the speakers’
remarks. In fact, we even observed some reversed
effects, which may suggest participants rejected
the prejudiced impression they perceived in the
ironic remarks of their colleagues.

Experiment 2
In Experiment 2, we aimed to replicate the findings of Experiment 1 and test whether they
generalize to different materials and modality
of presentation. Participants listened to spoken
(rather than reading written) text, and were
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presented with anecdotes about a different target
group (Brinkers rather than Ruysdaelers) showing
competence-related (rather than warmth-related)
behaviors. Moreover, in Experiment 2, described
behaviors and (ironic/literal) remarks were formulated in a more generic manner. In Experiment
1, both the behaviors and remarks referred to
individual target group members (e.g., This
Ruysdaeler is . . .). In Experiment 2, both the
behaviors and the (ironic/literal) remarks referred
to the target group in generic terms (e.g., Brinkers
are . . .). Based on research on generics (Cimpian
& Markman, 2008; Gelman et al., 2010; Rhodes
et al., 2012), we expected that remarks using
generic labels would have a stronger effect in
conveying generalized category impressions. In
order to test participants’ inferences about essentialism of behaviors, the essentialism measure
was now aimed at what participants perceive in
speakers rather than their own perceptions.

Method
Participants. For this online experiment, we again
aimed to recruit a sample of about 150 native
Dutch voluntary participants using snowball sampling via a link posted on various social media.
However, a number of the 189 respondents who
started the study did not hear the audio fragment
due to technical issues. Respondents who did not
complete the questionnaire, and/or replied to our
control questions that they could not hear the
audio fragment well, and/or did not listen uninterrupted were excluded. This resulted in a convenience sample of 98 participants, 35 male
(35%), 63 female (64%), Mage = 44.7 years (SD =
13.0), which is lower than we aimed for. However, the sample size still meets the minimal sample size needed for our experimental design to
find a statistically large effect with a power of 0.90
(see Exp. 1). Data analyses were conducted only
after completion of data collection.
Materials. Like in Experiment 1, we used eight
material sets. These were used to create a script
of a lunch conversation between three colleagues
discussing eight competence-related behaviors
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of Brinkers followed by either literal or ironic
remarks. To increase ecological validity, discussions were complemented with some small talk.
The script was played out by three actors (two
women and one man) in a recording studio.
Using Adobe Audition software, sound recordings from these actors were mixed into a fluent
three-person conversation. This was done by
entering the sentences spoken by each actor, as
well as sentence parts that varied between conditions (i.e., the positive and negative behavior
descriptions and positive and negative remarks),
on separate tracks. The final six recordings used
in our experimental conditions (i.e., 3 communication pattern X 2 behavior sequence) were created by merging the relevant tracks (i.e., setting
the relevant behavior descriptions and remarks
to mute or play). These recordings thus only varied in valence of behavior description and
valence of remark while everything else (including timing) was identical. As in Experiment 1,
irony was thus only determined by the context
of the remark.
To make the recordings sound like a realistic,
interactive, and continuous lunch conversation,
we included cafeteria background sounds, and
interjections (e.g., hmm, right, sure) from the
conversation partners. By mixing these sounds on
separate tracks, we ensured they were identical in
all versions. The duration of the final edited
recordings was 3.58 minutes.
Procedure. The procedure and instruction were
identical to Experiment 1, except in differences
mentioned above (i.e., group names, listening to
sound recordings, etc.).
Dependent variables. Compared to Experiment 1,
we more extensively, and first, measured the perceived impression in speakers. Essentialism was
also measured as perceived in the speakers. Participant’s own category impression was subsequently measured.
Perceived impression in speakers. To measure
Speakers’ impression of competence, we asked whether
participants thought their colleagues believed
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Brin
kers to have a specific set of traits. Participants rated five competence-related traits—
cleverness, logical thinking, can be taken seriously,
have a valuable opinion, have something valuable
to add—on 7-point scales ranging from 1 = not
at all agree, to 7 = completely agree. One additional general item stated “The Brinkers are . . .,”
1 = incompetent people, 7 = competent people.”
These six items were combined into a reliable scale
(Cronbach’s α = .96). This question matrix also
included two warmth-related traits (friendly, helpful), which we combined to measure Speakers’
impression of warmth (Cronbach’s α = .92).
Two 7-point items related to speakers’ category-perception strength: Speakers’ uniformity asked
participants the degree to which they perceived
their colleagues to think that Brinkers are all alike
(1 = not at all alike, 7 = very much alike); Speakers’
informativeness asked: “Suppose your colleagues only
know about a person that he or she is a Brinker.
Do your colleagues think that, based on this information, they can say (1) very little or (7) very much
about the characteristics of this person?”
Perceived essentialism in speakers about positive and
negative behaviors. Next, participants were consecutively presented with written descriptions
of the eight specific behaviors they heard in the
recording, without the colleague’s (literal/ ironic)
remark. After each behavior description, participants answered five items measuring what they
thought was their colleagues’ perceived essentialism of the particular behavior. These items
measured Expectedness (To what extent do your
colleagues think the described behavior of these
Brinkers is expected for a Brinker? 1 = not at
all expected, 7 = very much expected); Repetition likelihood (How large do your colleagues estimate the chance that the Brinkers will repeat
the described behavior in the future? Please
note a number between 0 and 100%); Attribution (To what extent do your colleagues think the
described behavior of these Brinkers is due to
the situation or the people? 1 = completely due
to the situation, 7 = completely due to the person); Typicality (To what extent do your colleagues
think the described behavior is typical for the
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Brinkers? 1 = not at all typical, 7 = very typical);
Generalizeability (How likely is it, according to your
colleagues, that the Brinkers will repeat the same
behavior in other situations? 1 = very unlikely, 7
= very likely).
Before creating an overall essentialism scale,
we checked whether individual essentialism items
formed an internally consistent scale across the
eight behavior judgments. These were sufficient
(Cronbach’s α for items across judgments of the
four positive and four negative behaviors were
respectively: .86, .85 for Expectedness, .83, .85
for Repetition likelihood, .73, .84 for Attribution,
.74 and .88 for Typicality, .69, .87 for Genera
lizeability). Subsequently, these items were combined to form the speaker’s essentialism for
positive (Cronbach’s α = .78) and negative
(Cronbach’s α = .95) behaviors. Thus, where the
essentialism items in Experiment 1 did not form
a reliable scale, we can analyze speakers’ essentialism of positive and negative behavior, each in
one measure. Note that, in this experiment, items
referred to colleagues’ (rather than participants’
own) impression and to the group as a whole (i.e.,
“the Brinkers”), whereas in Experiment 1, the
items (as well as the behavior descriptions)
referred to individual category members (i.e.,
“this Ruysdaeler”).
Participants’ own impression. Next, participants
rated their own impression of Brinkers, based on
what they had heard about them in the fragment.
Own impression of competence (Cronbach’s α = .94)
and Own impression of warmth (Cronbach’s α = .90)
were measured using respectively the same six
items as speakers’ impression competence, and
the same two items for warmth, yet formulated
such that they referred to participants’ own,
rather than their colleagues’ impression. No further variables were measured.

Results
As in Experiment 1, we observed no significant
effects of the Behavior sequences factor in the
main analyses reported below (most Fs < 1) and
further exclude this factor in the analyses.
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Table 2. Means (and standard deviations) of dependent variables (separated for perceived impression in
speakers vs. participants’ own) in the three communication pattern conditions (Experiment 2).
Communication pattern condition

Dependent variable

Perceived impression in speakers
Speakers’ impression of competence
Speakers’ impression of warmth
Speakers’ uniformity
Speakers’ informativeness
Speakers’ essentialism of positive behaviors
Speakers’ essentialism of negative behaviors
Participants’ own impression
Own impression of competence
Own impression of warmth
Own uniformity
Own informativeness

All literal
(n = 39)

Ironic about
positive behavior
(n = 28)

Ironic about
negative behavior
(n = 31)

4.29a (1.38)
4.83a (1.27)
5.18a (1.41)
4.72a (1.40)
4.70a (1.11)
4.90ab (1.09)

2.78b (1.62)
3.54b (1.76)
5.61a (1.71)
5.29a (1.78)
4.29a (1.29)
5.50a (1.35)

4.55a (1.60)
4.48a (1.55)
5.32a (1.40)
4.58a (1.61)
4.94a (1.09)
4.36b (1.08)

4.62a (1.28)
5.04a (1.33)
4.23a (1.42)
3.26a (1.57)

4.70a (1.59)
4.95a (1.69)
3.96a (1.23)
3.39a (1.73)

4.63a (1.31)
4.94a (1.81)
4.61a (1.61)
3.74a (1.59)

Note. N = 98. Means in rows with a different subscript (a, b) differ significantly according to Tukey posthoc
tests (p < .05).

Perceived impression in speaker
Results for perceived impression held by the
speakers were comparable to Experiment 1 and
in line with H1a (but not H1b).
A MANOVA with Communication pattern
as independent impression of competence,
Speakers’ impression of competence, Speakers’
impression of warmth, Speakers’ uniformity, and
Speakers’ informativeness as dependent variables
showed a significant multivariate effect, Wilks’
Λ = 0.74, F(8,184) = 3.79, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.14.
Follow-up univariate ANOVAs showed a main
effect of Communication pattern on Speakers’
impression of competence of the target group,
F(2,95) = 11.63, p < .001, ηp2 = 0.20. A similar
pattern, although the effect is smaller, was
observed on Speakers’ impression of warmth,
F(2,95) = 6.17, p = .003, ηp2 = 0.12. As the discussed behaviors and remarks were merely about
competence, it appears that the communication
patterns result in a general halo effect in evaluating the target, like in Experiment 1.

As can be seen in Table 2, colleagues are perceived to convey a more negative impression when
they make ironic remarks about positive behaviors,
compared to both “all literal” and the “ironic about
negative behavior” conditions. Ironic remarks about
positive behavior (e.g., “Gee, those Brinkers are terrible presenters,” after they gave a successful presentation) introduce a negative evaluation and thereby
convey a negative expectancy. The perceived
impression in the “Ironic about negative behavior”
condition, was, like in Experiment 1, not different
from the “all literal” control condition. The effects
we observed in Experiment 1 on the perceived
strength of category perception as measured in
speakers’ uniformity and informativeness did not
replicate (Fs < 1.7, ns).
With respect to Hypothesis 3, in line with
Experiment 1, we observed no effects of communication pattern on the four variables measuring
participants’ own impression about the category;
Wilks’ Λ = 0.96, F < 1, univariate Fs < 1.5,
ns. We also did not observe any of the reverse
effects shown in Experiment 1.
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Perceived essentialism in speakers about
positive and negative behaviors
Essentialism (i.e., in this Experiment measured as
perceived in speakers) was measured for each
specific positive and negative behavior to which
the ironic/literal remarks of colleagues had previously referred. We conducted a 3 (Communication
Pattern condition) X 2 (Behavioral valence: positive, negative) ANOVA with repeated measures
on the second factor, on the speakers’ essentialism scale. The predicted interaction was significant F(2,95) = 7.82, p = .001, ηp2 = 0.14. This
revealed a pattern in line with the Irony Bias
and H2.
Table 2 shows that participants in the condition with “ironic remarks about positive behavior” infer that speakers have a relatively low
perception of essentialism of positive behaviors,
and a high perception of essentialism of negative behaviors. Ironic remarks about positive
behavior introduce negative evaluations (e.g.,
“Oh, that’s really clumsy of the Brinkers”) after a
good performance of the target group, and convey the impression that the good performance
was unexpected and atypical. In contrast, participants in the condition with “ironic remarks
about negative behavior” (“Oh, that’s really good
of the Brinkers,” after a bad performance)
inferred that speakers have a relatively low perception of essentialism of negative behaviors,
and a high perception of essentialism of positive
behaviors. That is, these remarks convey the
impression that the bad performance was unexpected and atypical. Looking at cell comparisons,
differences between the “ironic about positive
behavior” and “ironic about negative behavior”
conditions are significant only with respect to
perceived essentialism of negative behaviors.
The scores in the “all literal” condition fall in
between the scores in these two conditions, but
are not significantly different. We observed no
main effects of Communication pattern (F < 1,
ns), nor of Behavioral valence, F(1,95) = 2.45,
p = .12, ηp2 = 0.03. Additional analyses on the
individual essentialism items, in line with those in
Experiment 1, can be found in Appendix F.
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The fact that participants only heard the ironic
and/or literal remarks in the recording and that
these were not shown when participants reported
on the impression they perceived in their colleagues,
suggests the remarks leave a lasting impression.

General Discussion
The present studies show that recipients of seemingly harmless, but biased ironic remarks about a
previously unknown target group draw inferences about the speaker’s stereotypic impression
of this target category. In both studies, using different materials and modalities of presentation,
participants recognized the biased view of their
colleagues in their communication pattern. That
is, when speakers made ironic remarks about category members’ positive behaviors, recipients
inferred that these speakers had a more negative
impression of the category, and (in Experiment
2) that they perceived higher essentialism of negative rather than positive behaviors. The observed
effect sizes (ηp2 ⩾ 0.14) can be qualified as “large”
(Richardson, 2011). The findings complement
previous research on the Irony Bias (Burgers &
Beukeboom, 2016; Burgers et al., 2015, Study 2),
and on recipient inferences from biased variations in language abstraction (Assilaméhou &
Testé, 2013; Douglas & Sutton, 2006), by showing that recipients draw inferences about speakers’ stereotype valence, content, and level of
essentialism from their use of ironic remarks.
An important note is that, against H1b, speakers making ironic remarks about negative behaviors were not perceived to convey a more positive
impression compared to the “all literal” control
condition. This fits with Burgers and Beukeboom
(2016) who showed that both production and
reception effects of the Irony Bias were less pronounced in conditions in which ironic remarks
evaluate negative (vs. positive) behaviors. One
reason is that irony is more often used in negative
situations, as a politeness strategy to mitigate
negative evaluations (Brown & Levinson, 1987;
Dews & Winner, 1995). Given that these other
reasons to use irony exist when referring to
negative behaviors, rather than alluding to
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stereotypic expectancies, it makes sense that
recipients infer less information about the speaker’s stereotypic expectancies from irony about
negative behaviors.
Understanding recipient inferences is important because they constitute a crucial element
in the interpersonal transmission and maintenance of stereotypic expectancies (Maass, 1999;
Wigboldus & Douglas, 2007). Recipients are able
to extract information about prevailing attitudes
and impressions from subtle variations in speakers’ remarks about targets (Douglas & Sutton,
2006). But, for actual stereotype transmission to
occur, recipients should also internalize the stereotypic view they perceive in a speaker’s biased
remarks into their own category representation.
In the present research, the biased communication pattern perceived in speakers did not translate to participants’ own reported category
impression. Future research can focus on the factors that determine whether stereotype formation
occurs. We expect that the following factors are
important.
First, whether induction from received information about category members to a generalized
category impression occurs depends on metajudgmental cues about the value and diagnosticity
of the information (Paolini, Crisp, & McIntyre,
2009). One important factor relates to the sender
of the information. It is likely that recipients
mainly end up endorsing a stereotype when the
source of the information is an in-group speaker.
Research shows that stereotypes are bolstered
when learning these are consensually shared
within an ingroup (Haslam et al., 1997; Sechrist &
Stangor, 2001). In the present studies, the source
of the information was presented as in-group
members (i.e., colleagues of one’s own team), yet
given that the scenario was imaginary, in-group
identification was probably low.
Second, people may be reluctant to form a
generalized stereotypic view after a few biased
remarks about a target group. Initially, recipients
may resist and even correct their own impression
(see Experiment 1). Such reluctance may be particularly strong when the category is unknown, as
in the present studies, and impressions have not
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yet been formed. In such cases, the formation of
new category stereotypes may require more exposure compared to maintenance of existing stereotypes. After repeated exposure to biased remarks
about a particular group, recipients may, however,
follow suit, and the stereotypic impression may
be internalized (Arendt, 2013; Arendt & Northup,
2015).
Third, various factors relate to how socialcategory information is presented. In the present
experiments, aside from the (biased) remarks,
recipients also learned about category members’
concrete behaviors. These were balanced in
valence. Knowledge about individual targetgroup members’ behaviors can mitigate the effect
of overly biased communication on category formation and maintenance (Park & Hastie, 1987).
When having a balanced view of category members’ behaviors, biased remarks may be perceived
as unnecessarily prejudiced. In such cases, biased
remarks can have no effect on recipients’ own
impression or induce reverse effects through
overcorrection (Experiment 1).
Stereotype formation also depends on whether
recipients obtain knowledge about individual category members’ behaviors or generic information about the category, generalizing across
individual category members. In Experiment 1,
both behaviors and remarks referred to individual
target group members (This Ruysdaeler is . . .).
In Experiment 2, described behaviors and ironic/
literal remarks were formulated more generically
(i.e., Brinkers are . . .). As the experiments differed in other ways as well, we cannot conclude
whether this contributed to different effects, but
theoretically generic labels (compared to individual labels) should more directly induce associations between labeled categories and essential
characteristics (Gelman et al., 2010; Rhodes et al.,
2012). Moreover, when a group of individuals is
labeled using a (generic) noun label, the group is
likelier perceived as meaningful and coherent (i.e.,
high entitativity), which in turn facilitates stereotype
formation (Beukeboom & Burgers, 2019).
Finally, in real life, stereotypes are likely
formed spontaneously during interaction, and
without an explicit instruction to form an
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impression about a target group. Particularly in
the scenario of lunch conversations with new
colleagues, when desiring to get along, recipients
would react and reinforce speakers, and thereby
create a shared stereotypic impression of a target
group (Bratanova & Kashima, 2014; Ruscher &
Hammer, 2006). Being actively involved in such
in-group communication likely amplifies one’s
own target group beliefs (Ruscher, Cralley, &
O’Farrell, 2005).
In sum, we demonstrated that recipients infer
speakers’ stereotypic impressions from their pattern of ironic remarks. Whether recipients selfadopt the conveyed stereotypic impression about
the target category depends on various factors
that may be explored in future research. Research
on the mechanisms and consequences of linguistic bias allows us to reveal their subtle effects on
stereotype formation and maintenance, and this
in turn could help prevent potentially negative
effects.
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Notes
1.

In the literature, the term inductive potential is
often used, but as induction refers to stereotype
formation and deduction refers to the process of
applying stereotypes to a given target situation
(Beike & Sherman, 1994), deductive potential is
the proper term in this context.

2.

3.

4.

We made sure the used labels were non-existing as
category labels and neutral in meaning. Jacob van
Ruysdael is a 17th-century Dutch painter; Brink is
Dutch for village square.
Burgers et al. (2015, experiment 2) used two
MANOVAs to estimate the effect of the independent variable of communication pattern on
two sets of dependent variables measuring inferences about the speaker’s perceived communicative goals and group membership. They reported
report effect sizes of partial eta squared of 0.24
(perceived communicative goals) and 0.30 (perceived group membership) in their MANOVA,
and values of partial eta squared of 0.37, 0.38,
and 0.13 for the individual communicative-goal
variables in the follow-up ANOVAs and values
of partial eta squared of 0.39 and 0.16 for the
individual group-membership variables (Burgers
et al., 2015, pp. 447–449). These effect sizes can
be qualified as “large” (Richardson, 2011).
Only in this study did we also measure Own clarity of
impression: How clear is the impression you formed
about the characteristics of the Ruysdaelers?
(1 = unclear, 7 = clear). We observed no differences between conditions and results are not further reported.
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